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Abstract. We consider the Ginzburg-Landau functional to analyze SNS junctions in
a one-dimensional ring. We compare several canonical scalings. The linearized problem
is solved to obtain the phase transition curves. We compute the V-limit of the functional
in the different scalings. The interaction of several junctions is analyzed. We study the
zero set of the order parameter for distinguished values of the flux. Finally, we compute
the currents in the weakly nonlinear regime.

1. Introduction. In 1962 Josephson predicted that superconducting currents can
tunnel across narrow normal regions separating two superconducting regions. His pre-
dictions include unusual current dependency on the applied magnetic field, and on the
voltage difference across the SNS junction. His prediction was quickly verified experi-
mentally, and led to many useful applications, particularly to devices for sensitive mea-
surements of magnetic fields [19]. While Josephson's derivation was based on the micro-
scopic BCS theory of superconductivity, it was shown by de Gennes [8] that the theory
can also be developed from the more convenient Ginzburg-Landau (GL) approach. For
this purpose de Gennes assumed certain linear relations between the order parameter on
both sides of the junction. Chapman et al. have shown [7] that these relations can be
derived from a generalized GL model, which includes the normal region in the energy
functional. Models of this kind have been promoted by physicists [2], [14] who realized
that the Josephson effect can occur even in pure superconductors that are contaminated
by localized impurities.
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We shall consider here a similar form of weak link within the GL model. We examine
several scalings for the impurities. A natural definition of "junction strength" emerges
from our analysis. We show that weak junctions have little effect on the system behavior,
while for strong junctions the order parameter vanishes to leading order in the junction.
An interesting scaling is that of "intermediate" strength, where the junction has an 0(1)
effect on the system. In this regard, we should note that earlier works exploring this
modified GL model such as [7], [9] and [13] fixed their attention on a scaling which would
correspond in our setting to the weakest possible junction (p = 0 in (2.1) of Sec. 2). In
particular, in the last two references, issues of existence and identification of the correct
asymptotic limit (as the thickness of the normal region approaches zero) were pursued
for the three-dimensional static and dynamical problem.

Our junctions are embedded in one-dimensional rings. This feature of the problem
simplifies the analysis and enables us to make many explicit computations. The ring
topology is very important; it forces a true coupling between the two ends of a junction,
because the phase of the order parameter is constrained by the requirement that the order
parameter be a single-valued smooth function. Thus we obtain an intricate dependence
of the phase on the flux of the magnetic field through the hole bounded by the ring.
This implies that we are coupling the junction problem with the celebrated Little Parks
effect [15]. In addition to computing the critical temperature as a function of the applied
magnetic field and the junction parameters, we follow the bifurcating branch into the
weakly nonlinear regime, and compute there the associated supercurrents.

In Sec. 2 we formulate the problem via a modified Ginzburg-Landau energy. The
asymptotics for the various scalings are computed in Sec. 4 by the T-convergence method.
Before doing so, we solve explicitly in Sec. 3 the phase transition curves for junctions with
any strength, corresponding to the transition from the normal to the superconducting
state. We also obtain the critical current in this section and discuss the stability of the
bifurcating solution branch. A further interesting problem taken up in Sec. 5 is the case
of a ring tempered by several junctions. We analyze the problem for weak and strong
junctions and we obtain entirely different types of interaction between the junctions in
each of these cases. An important question on both a theoretical and experimental level
is the structure of the zero set of the order parameter. We address this question in Sec.
6, along with a discussion of the simplicity of the eigenvalue for the linearized problem.

2. Formulation. We consider a one-dimensional circular superconducting ring. We
assume for simplicity that the ring is uniform except for a small junction. The case
of several junctions is an immediate generalization of the single junction case, and will
be elaborated upon in Sec. 5. The ring is parameterized by arclength s, 0 < s < 2n
and consists of two sets: the normal part corresponds to those s-values in the interval
(0, o?), while the superconducting part consists of the complement (d, 2tt). To write the
Ginzburg-Landau model in nondimensional form we choose R, the dimensional radius of
the ring, as our lengthscale. The external magnetic field points in the direction orthogonal
to the ring's plane. The standard one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau functional consists
of two terms: a term that is a sum of quadratic and quartic functions of the absolute
value of the order parameter, and a positive term related to the supercurrent and to
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variations in the absolute value of the order parameter. When the temperature is below
the critical temperature Tc, the quadratic term becomes negative, and a solution different
from zero might have a lower energy than the zero (normal) state. The normal link is
modeled by a Ginzburg-Landau functional with similar energy density, except that the
quadratic term is always positive. Thus, the order parameter tends to be small in the
junction. Specifically we consider the following (non-dimensionalized) model:

f2* i ^ rCL pZTT '2 , . 2
Gd{u) = J (i—+A)u ds + J 2<is + J yU"'2-^2) ds" (2,:L)

(See, e.g., [3], [12] and [18] for the specifics of the non-dimensionalization.) In this
expression, A = A ■ es where A is the induced magnetic vector potential and es is
the unit vector in the plane of the ring pointing tangent to the circle. The mapping
u : [0,2n] —► C is the complex-valued order parameter whose square modulus corresponds
to the density of superconducting electron pairs. The energy (2.1) is defined for all
mappings u e ifper([0,2-n]), where

u € #per([0,2n]) iff u(s) = u(ets) for 0 < s < 2tt (2.2)

for some u € H1(S1; C). The constant /i2 is proportional to Tc — T where again Tc
is the transition temperature in the absence of any applied magnetic field and T is
temperature. The constant v is a temperature-independent dimensionless parameter,
depending on various material properties of the sample as well as its radius. We view
the constants a > 0 and p > 0 as material parameters that control the strength of the
normal junction.

In a two- or three-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau model, V x A would differ from the
applied field and the energy would include a term measuring this discrepancy in L2. How-
ever, in light of the analysis of [17], for such a one-dimensional model, it turns out that
the induced magnetic field matches the applied one, even in the superconducting regime.
Throughout, we shall consider the situation where the applied field He is of constant
magnitude h and is directed orthogonal to the plane of the circular ring. Consequently,
it will be convenient to take A given by

a h -A = —es.2
We also note that in this formulation, the supercurrent J is given by the expression

J = \(««' -uu')- \u\2 (2.3)

where 7 denotes complex conjugation.
If one makes the gauge transformation

u(s) = ip(s)el^s, (2.4)

then (2.1) reduces to simply

r2n nd r2n 2 , 2
Gd(ip)=J^ |il)'\2ds + J^ —\ip\2ds + j^ — (|^|2 — M2) ds. (2.5)
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Here the functional is then defined over all ip : [0, 2tt] —> C such that ipel%s G //per([0,2n}).
Note, in particular, that

ip{0) = ip{ 2rt)ei7Th. (2.6)

The associated Euler-Lagrange equation for a critical point ip is found to be

,// = (\ip2\ -M2)^ if s G (<i, 2tt),
if s G (0,d).

and combining (2.6) with the natural boundary conditions, one finds that any critical
point of the energy satisfies

ip{ 0) = V(2tt )ei7r/l, V'(0) = ip' {2ir)ei7rh, (2.8)

ip(d-) = ip(d+), ip' (d-) = ip' (d+). (2.9)

Finally, we note that through the use of (2.7)-(2.9), one sees that the supercurrent J
given by (2.3) is constant along the ring.

3. The normal/superconducting phase transition curve. When fi2 is suffi-
ciently small (temperature sufficiently close to Tc), the normal state ip = 0 is a minimizer.
Increasing /i2 (for a fixed value of h) we reach a critical value, henceforth denoted by fx2c,
at which the normal state loses stability. Before analyzing fi2 and the associated bifurca-
tion, we briefly describe the nature of the bifurcating solution for a "clean ring"-that is,
one without any junction at all. This solution can be obtained explicitly and will offer a
useful "base point" as we compare it to the solution with one or more junctions.

In the absence of any junction, we are simply minimizing the energy

G^) = jj W\2 + - n2?ds

over all %l> such that ipel2s € /fper([0, 27r]). A critical point will then satisfy the Euler-
Lagrange equation

xp" — iy2ip(\ip\2 — [i2) for 0 < s < 2n (3.1)

along with the boundary conditions (2.8). A calculation of the second variation about
the normal state ip = 0 yields

/•2"7T

S2G(0; xP) = 2 W\2 - {vnf \xp\2 ds. (3.2)
Jo

From this, one then readily computes the value of fi2 = y?c above which the normal state
loses stability by solving the eigenvalue problem associated with linearization about the
normal state:

ip" + (vn)2ip\ = 0

subject to the boundary conditions (2.8). One finds that fi2 is given by

( h \ ^
(uHo)2 = min ( - + , (3.3)
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with

^(s) = e-i(4+fcw)s, (3.4)

where k{h) is defined as the integer minimizing (3.3). In addition to this solution of the
linearized problem, one can in fact advance into the nonlinear regime with an explicit
solution. For example, taking /z2 = ^ + £2 for 0 < £ <C 1 (that is, dropping the
temperature slightly below the critical temperature), one finds a stable solution to the
nonlinear problem (3.1), (2.8) in the form of a constant amplitude solution

i>e(s) = ee +k(h)^s

We turn now to an analysis of the model (2.5) in which a normal junction is present.
Our focus here will be on constructing a stable solution that bifurcates from the normal
state ip = 0. To this end, we again take

2 2,2
/i — + £ ,

where n2 is the bifurcation value to be determined and 0 < e « 1. Then we seek a
solution to the problem (2.7)-(2.9) in the form (cf., e.g., [6])

= £1pl + £31p2 + ■■■, fl2=^l + £2. (3.5)

Collecting terms of order e, we arrive at the linear system

ftp" + (vnc)2ipi = 0 if s e (d, 27t),
.^1-^1=0, if s € (0, d), (3.6)

where ip\ is subject to the boundary conditions (2.8)-(2.9).
We will write the solution t/>i to the linear system (3.6) as ipi = C0, where C is a

constant to be determined later in the expansion, and for 0 we choose the normalization

fJd

2n

|0(s)|2 ds = 1. (3.7)

Letting f32 = ■%, we then find

0/ x = IA1 cos(y/j,cs) + A2 sin(i//ics) ifs€(d,27r),
[^3 cosh(/3s) + A4 sinh(/Js) ifs6(0,<i).

Applying the boundary conditions (2.8)-(2.9), we find that the resulting system of
four equations in four unknowns is solvable provided one has

2/3z//ic cosh(/3d) cos[^/xc(27r — d)] + ((32 — (unc)2) sinh((3d) sin[^/ic(27r — d)]

= 2/3pfic cos(7r/i). ^

We then expand all functions in this expression by the first terms in their Taylor
expansions in the small d regime to find the first two terms of the bifurcation value
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/i2 = //g(d, h) for d small. The results for the various values of p are given below:

2
p = 0 (f/ie)2 = nl + (/i° + a)d + 0(d2); (3.10)

Ztt

where /ig = min ( ^ + k J ; (3-11)
fcGZ y 2 y

0 < p < 1 (^/Xc)2 = Mo + d2~2p), (3.12)
Z7T

/ h \ 2
where /Ltg = min ( — + /c) ; (3.13)

fc£Z V ̂  /

p=l ^ „ (6?S+/)M° „ <i + 0(A (3-14)3a + lznfiQ — onafio cot ztt^iq

where /xo solves min{/i2 : cos 27r/i H sin27T/i = cos7r/i}; (3.15)
M 2/i

l<p<2 (i^c)2 = 1 - (1 + C0S7rfe)c;P-1 + 0(d,d2p-2); (3.16)
4 Z7TQ;

p = 2 (^Mc)2 = J +
1 cosh \J~a + cos nh

8n 2-Ks/a sinh y/a
d + 0(d2)- (3.17)

p> 2 (^c)2 = i + -^d + 0(d2,dp/2). (3.18)
4 07T

Note that in the cases of a relatively weak normal junction where p < 1, the expansion for
H2 agrees to leading order with that of the clean ring given by (3.3). It is also interesting
to note that the first two terms in these expansions—in particular the ones for p < 1
where /z2 vanishes to leading order in d when h hits an even integer value—remain valid
even when h is near an even integer.

Introducing the notion of junction "strength" Sp by the formula

r2npzir

V(s)ds,
J 0

where

V{s) = ^X(o ,d)

(here X- denotes the characteristic function of the set), we see that the cases p < 1
correspond to the setting where the strength goes to zero with d. On the other hand,
for p > 1, we find Sp 1 and the corresponding leading-order value ^ of (i^/xc)2 is more
reminiscent of the so-called singly-connected state of [4] in which the order parameter
has a zero to leading order in d. For the critical case p = 1, we plot in Fig. 1 the graph
of Mo = (4(h)-

Next we wish to compute the leading-order behavior of the supercurrent for junctions
of differing strengths. Recalling the formula (2.3), the change of variables (2.4), and the
expansion (3.5), we find that the current Je behaves as JE ~ J\£2, where

j\ = - Ml), (3.19)
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Fig. 1. fig versus h for p = 1 and a = 1

a quantity that is constant in s. Since tpi — C0, we still need to determine the value of
the constant C in order to determine the critical current from (3.19). This will require
that we proceed to the next order in the expansion.

Collecting terms of the next order (0(e3)) in the expansion (3.5), we arrive at the
system

JV>2 + = v2 \ipi\2 ipi ~ if s € [d, 27t),
1^2-31^2=0, ifse(0,d).

Multiplying by ipi, the conjugate of the homogeneous solution, and integrating over
[0, 2ii\ , we obtain the solvability condition

|C|2 = -5-  , (3.21)
Id l0(s)l ds

so that

a -- - --1 (ee'-ee').
2 Si S(t)'is

We should perhaps note that (3.21) now determines |C|; hence, it completes the deter-
mination of tpi up to a multiplicative constant unit vector. This apparent indeterminacy
is to be expected since the energy and all the resulting equations are invariant under
multiplication by e11 for 7 £ R. Therefore, for convenience, we will take C to be real.
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In any event, after a laborious calculation in which we make extensive use, in partic-
ular, of the small d expansions for we obtain the following expansions for the leading
coefficient of the current, J\, in the asymptotic regime del:

0<p<1 Ji = -(^ + k(h)) +0(d1-p),

(h N 2
where k(h) solves min I —f -k

ke z \2
p = 1 J, = -mo (h)j(h) + 0(d), (3.22)

where j{h) is defined below, and

^o(h) solves min{/i2 : cos27r/^ + — sin27TyU = cos7rft.};
m 2 n

Kp<2 Ji = -sin(7r/l)^p-1 +0(d2p~2y,
3a

p = 2 Jl°-3V5si,!l,(vg)Sin(''')'' + 0(''2)-

In the borderline case p = 1, the quantity j(/i) in the formula for J\ is given by

(1 - A2) [2?rA2 + 2Asin(^°) + 2tt]

j(/l) ~ 2ttA4 + 8ttA2 + 4(A3 + A)+ A2+ '
v 7 Mo Mo

where /io = Mo(^) is defined above and

A = AW= -f'l.
sin [tr(//0 +2)]

We should remark that whenever /zo satisfies the condition
Ct

cos 2iru H sin 2nu = cos irh,
2/i

then so does —fi0 and the leading-order behavior of J\ defined through (3.22) reflects
this symmetry as well in that it is even in /j,0.

We note that for p > 1, the leading-order sinusoidal dependence of the supercurrent
on the field derived from this model agrees with the one obtained for junctions in the
presence of fields by de Gennes [8]. In Fig. 2 we graph leading-order (in d) behavior of
J1 versus h in the cases 0<p<I,p=l and 1 < p < 2.

We conclude this section with a stability analysis of the bifurcating solution branch we
have just computed. For fixed d > 0 and for /z2 = /x2 + e2, recall that we have formally
computed the leading-order behavior of a solution branch {ip£} satisfying (2.7)-(2.8) in
the form

ijj£ ~ eC0, (3.23)

where 0 satisfies (3.6)-(3.7), C is a real constant satisfying (3.21), and /12 is determined
as a function of d and h through (3.9). In Sec. 6 we will argue that the eigenvalue
/x2 is simple (at least for non-integer h values), the crucial precondition for a rigorous
application of bifurcation theory. For now, we proceed formally under the assumption
that a solution branch {tpe} exists and obeys (3.23).
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Fig. 2. Leading-order behavior of J\ versus h for p < 1 (dotted),
p = 1 (solid) with a = 1 and 1 < p < 2 (dashed), with the latter cor-
responding simply to sin (-7Th). We have normalized the amplitudes
in order to focus on the nature of the oscillations.

We shall argue stability for £ <C 1 by computing the second variation of the energy
(2.5) about ipe. To this end, for any 0 such that € #per([0,27r]) we use (3.23) to
calculate

S2Gd(ip£■ 4>) = Gd(ipe + A </>)"A I A=0
/•27T p2ir /

= 2 jf) \(p'\2ds + J^ ^2j/2(|^£|2 -ii2c -e2) \<p\2

+ i/2(^ + ^)2) ds+2^ \(f>\2 ds

rllt n27T nd

J \(f>'\2 ds - i>2n2c \4>\2ds+— \<j)\2 ds

r \C\2 |0|2 \<j>\2 - |0|2 + 2{1l{CQ4>))2 ds
Jd

= 2

r2 7T
+ 2e2v2 + o(e2),

where 7Z(-) corresponds to the real part of the argument.
To conclude stability of ip£ we will argue the positivity of this quantity among all

admissible (j> normalized, say, so that

/ \<j>\2 ds = 1. (3.24)
Jd

Since nl was defined to be the lowest eigenvalue for the problem (3.6), it follows that the
infimum for the second variation among admissible </> satisfying (3.24) will be achieved
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for (j> = BQ where \B\ — 1. Using (3.21) in the formula above, we find

52Gd(^BQ)
r27T

+ 0{£2)= 2eV f \B\2 C2 |0|4 - \B\2 |0|2 + 2C2(K(B))2 |0|4 ds
Jd

4i;2(H{B))2e2 + o{£2)

so that the second variation is positive unless B is purely imaginary. The situation where
B = ib for some be R corresponds to a variation of ip£ of the form —»i/jeel^^x along
which the energy is of course invariant. Hence, we conclude stability of {-0e} for e -C 1
modulo this invariant direction of neutral stability.

4. F-limits of the modified GL energy. We turn our attention now away from
bifurcation and towards a rigorous asymptotic analysis of the energy

P^7* h ^ pd m P^n i/^ / \ 2
Gd{u) = J iu' + -u ds + J —\u\2 ds + — (|u|2 - /x2J ds (4.1)

in the regime where d is small. Again, we wish to focus on the effect of the junction
strength, as controlled in particular by the parameter p, on the answer. In identifying
a limiting energy for {G,;}, we will use the tool of F-convergence (cf., e.g., [1]). Recall
that any family of functionals {Fe}, all defined on a space X and mapping to R, is said
to F-converge to a functional F from X to R with respect to a topology if:

X R
V« e I, ] a sequence {ue} C X such that ue—>u and Fe(ue)—>F(u), (4.2)

and

Vu 6 X, V{t>e} C X such that ve u, we have liminf Fe(ve) > F(u). (4.3)

One consequence of this definition is that if a class of functionals {Fe} has a T-limit F,
then any limit u of minimizers {ue} of Ft must minimize the limiting functional F.

Applying this machinery to our problem in the topology /fper([0, 27t]), we then obtain
the following result.

Theorem, i) For 0 < p < 1, the ffper([0,2ir\) T-limit of the sequence {Gd} as d —+ 0 is
the functional Ggiven by

/*27r l. 2 2 \ 2

G^°\u) = J iu' + —u + (M2 _ M2) ds.

ii) For p = 1, the F-limit of the {G<j} as d —> 0 is G^1' given by

G(1)(w) = G(o)(u) + a|u(0)|2.

iii) For 1 < p < 2, the T-limit of the {G^} as d —> 0 is G^ given by

<?<»)(„,== (4.4)
[+oo, if it(0) ^ 0.

Remark 1. As we saw in Sec. 2, Gcorresponds to the energy of a clean ring, i.e.,
one possessing no normal junctions.
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Remark 2. Consider a ring that has n normal regions, each of length d, located in the
(disjoint) intervals (#,, 9i + d), i = 1,2,... , n. Suppose when modeled by the modified
GL energy, each has possibly different values of a, G R+ and pi G [0,2]. Then a straight-
forward modification of the proof below yields that the T-limit of {Gd} as d —> 0 is G
given by

q(u\ = f G(0)(«) + £{i|Pl=i} ai \u(9i)f if ui°i) = 0 VJ such that 1 < Pj < 2. ,4 5)
l+oo if 3j such that u{9j) ^ 0, Pj G (1,2].

Remark 3. One notes from the proof to follow that with regard to the lower semi-
continuity condition (4.3) above, in all cases (i) - (iii) one in fact has the condition

Hl - G(°\u) for 0< p<l,
Vd u implies lim Gd(vd) = < G^(u) for p — 1, (4.6)

d—>0
G(2\u) for 1 < p < 2.

Proof. We first consider the case 0 < p < 1. Given any u G H^er. for the required
construction (4.2) we take {ud} to be u for all d. Then

Gd(ud)-G^(u) I J>i!-y(i"ids
< adl~p |u|^ + yd (|u|2 - /x2)

—> 0 as d —* 0.
H

To establish the lower semi-continuity (4.3), assume that Vd u. Then Vd —> u and
v'd —► u! in L2. Hence,

Gd(vd)-G^(u) < f2w ■ / h ' j fJ wd + 2Vd J lU ~ 2U
2 /•27T , ft. 2

ds

+ 2

^(kdl2-M2) -(|u|2-m2)

(Vd|2-M2) ds+ ~jtp JQ \vd\2 ds.

The first term goes to zero due to the H1 -convergence. Since H1 -convergence in one
dimension implies uniform convergence, the remaining terms also go to zero as d —> 0+.
Hence, limd^0 Gd(vd) = G(0)(w).

Now consider the case p = 1. Again take the trivial sequence for {ud} in order to
establish the construction (4.2). Then, since u G H1 implies that u is continuous and
bounded on [0, 27r], we have

li H2<i»-«K0)l2-1 y(M2-k2)GdM-GW(«)-aK0)f ds

< a ML«m) - (0)I1 + T I 0»l2-"2)'
0 as d —* 0 ,
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where Ma„(o<i) denotes the average of |it|2 over the interval (0, d).
To establish (4.3) for p = 1, suppose that {vd} —* u in H^. Then

Gd(vd)-GW(u)-a\u( 0)f <
J 0

, , h
wd + 2Vd

2

per*

• , h
iu u2 ds

4jf
+ y I (W 2-tfis

(|Urf(s)|2-K0)|2)
a

+ d
As before, the first term goes to zero due to the i/1-convergence, and the remaining
terms go to zero due to the uniform convergence. Hence, lim^o Gd{vd) = G^(u).

Finally, consider the case 1 < p < 2. When |it(0)| ^ 0, take the trivial sequence for
the constructive part (4.2). Then there exists a C such that |u(s)| > C > 0 when s is
small enough. Hence

I'd
/ lw|2 > —rC2 00 as d —> 0+;Jo

so Gd(ud) —> oo as d —> 0.
If, on the other hand, u(0) = 0, we again take the trivial sequence for the constructive

part (4.2). We have

a
dP

f(s)| =
/*»'J 0

(■t)dt

< ^ \u'{t)\2 dt

< s* (J lM'(^)|2 dt J for s < d,

which implies that
rd

s ds

= j'wm'di (4,7)
—> 0 as d —» 0+.

For the lower semi-continuity part (4.3) in the case of u(0) ^ 0, assume that vd u
in H1. Then there is a C > 0 such that |t>d(s)| > C > 0 for all d and s small enough.
Hence,

a fd\ l2 , aC2 , ,
— \Vd\ ds > ——- -^ooasd^0T;dp Jo 1 d| - dP~1

so limd^o+ Gd(vd) = OO.
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The lower semi-continuity part (4.3) of the F-convergence for the case u(0) = 0 is
similar to the case when 0 < p < 1, where the calculation (4.7) above is used to control
the term Jr /Qd \vd\2. □

By taking first variations and calculating natural boundary conditions, one then ob-
tains the following corollary of the previous theorem.

Corollary. Let ud denote the minimizer in H^ei to the energy (2.1). Then there exists
a subsequence udj converging strongly in Hpei to a limit uq. Furthermore, the limit uo
minimizes the energy G^ when 0 < p < 1, when p = 1 and G^ when 1 < p < 2.
In particular, u0 will satisfy the following boundary value problem:

For 0 < p < 1:

(?:S + |)2uo = ^2(m2 - KlVo for 0 < s < 2tt,
«o(0) = u0(2n), u'o{0) = u'0(2tt),

For p = 1:

^Ts + |)2"o = V2(V2 ~ \uo\2)u0 for 0 < s < 2tt,

«o(0) = uq(2tt), u'0(2ir) - u'0(0) + auo(0) = 0,

For 1 < p < 2:

"di ^ 2'2"'~ ~~ '+ |)2mo = ^2(m2 - KlVo for 0 < s < 2n,
uo(0) = 0 = u0( 2n).

Proof. Using a test function, it is easy to see that {Gd(w<i)} is bounded. This in turn
implies that {u<i} is bounded in Hl. Hence, there exists a subsequence {u.} and a u such

1 ^2
that Udj —*■ u and udj —» u. Using the constructive part of the Gamma convergence,

H ^ / *\
there exists a sequence {vd} such that vd —» u and Gd(vd) —► G(l'{u). However, since
we know that the Ud minimize the Gd, we have

limsupGd{udj) < limGd^.) = G(l\u).

Also, due to the weak convergence, we have lim inf Gd (ud ) > G^(u). Hence,
lim Gdj(udj) = G(l\u).

Looking at the expression for Gdj(udj) — G^l\u), it can be shown that Gd\ud) —■>
2

G^\u) implies that f u'd. —> f \u'\ , using the same techniques as in the proof of the
H^

Gamma convergence. Hence, udj —> u. It then follows readily from (4.2) and (4.3) that
that u = Uq, the minimizer of the . □

5. Many junctions. We would also like to analyze the critical temperature/field
relationship when there is more than one junction, allowing for the possibility that each
junction might be of a different material. We will first make some assumptions to make
the problem more tractable. To this end, assume that all junctions are of the same width
d. Second, we assume all junctions are either weak (p < 1) or strong (p > 1). In addition
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to yielding the leading-order behavior of the critical temperature jj?c = h) for d >C 1
with many junctions, the analysis of this section offers an alternative derivation of the
values of for the one junction case already consider in Sec. 3.

Let us begin the analysis by assuming our ring possesses k disjoint normal regions,
each of arclength d, where the ith normal region lies in the interval s € (0i, 9i +d). Then,
denoting by S the superconducting part of the ring [0, 2it] \ Uj(#i, 0i + d) and by N the
normal part of the ring 8t + d), our one-dimensional model will take the form

r iv/|2 +1 r £ w2 * + / t (w2 - (5-1}
J 0 i—\ S

defined for all ip such that ipel^s £ H^eT([0, 27r]). Denoting p = max^pj, we begin with
the case of weak junctions, that is, the case where p < 1.

Proceeding formally once again, we linearize the Euler-Lagrange equation for (5.1)
about the normal state tp = 0. Introducing the potential

in {6i,6i +d),
otherwise,

we obtain the differential equation

ip" + ~ Vip! = 0, (5.3)
where the bifurcating solution branch ipe is expected to take the form tp£ = eipi + o(e)
with corresponding fi2 = ^ + e2 .

Note that the assumption p < 1 implies that the L1-norm of the potential V is small
for small d. This observation leads us to pursue an L1-perturbation theory in order to
capture the behavior of fi2 for d small. Since one readily finds that

r2n

we will expand V in the form

where we have

[ V{s)ds = 0(d1~P),
Jo

V ~ + o(dl~P),

in (0i,0i +d) if pi =p,
(5-4)

otherwise.

Note that, as defined above, Vi is 0(1) when measured in L1([0, 27t]). Then assuming
expansions for (^c)2 and ipi of the form

(i^c)2=/i(0)2+d1-yi) + ... (5.5)

and
tpi = + dl~^xl)^ + ..., (5-6)

we substitute into (5.3) and collect the 0(1) terms to find

ip^ = 0 for 0 < s < 27r, (5.7)
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where is subject to the usual boundary conditions (2.8). We should note that the
assumed expansion (5.5) for fi* of course induces an expansion for the function /i^Xs
based on its L1 norm which is used in obtaining (5.7). In any event, the problem derived
is just the linearized clean ring already studied in Sec. 3. Thus, the leading-order behavior
of (v/ic)2 is again given by

• (5-8)

and, in particular, the additional junctions have no effect on the answer at this order. To
measure their effect, we must proceed to the next order 0(d1~P) to find for 0 < p < 1:

</,(!)" + M(°) V1) = V0) + V^(°) (5.9)

while for p = 0 (that is, p\ = p^, = ... = Pk = 0) we have

jW" + V1) = + V^0) + /i(0) V(0)Xiv. (5.10)

Integration against then yields the solvability condition

= — y on for 0 < p < 1
Z7T Z—'

{i:pi=p}

or

1 o ^
aA for p = 0.

Z7T L'
2—1

u2 = u(0)2
M ' 2ir

To summarize our findings for the case p < 1, we see that for 0 < p < 1,

9^ a^1 P + ---> (5-11)
{i:pi=p}

while for p = 0 we find

Mc = M(°)2 + ^ ^M(0)2 + a}j d + ... , (5.12)

where is given by (5.8). We note the agreement between (5.11)—(5.12) and corre-
sponding results from Sec. 3 in the case of one weak junction.

Now we turn to the strong junction case, where 1 < pi < 2 for each i £ {1,2,... , k}.
This case cannot be approached in the same manner as in the weak junction case above
since the L1-norm of the potential V is no longer small for small d. Instead, we will
approach the problem of determining the leading-order behavior of /ij? by using the T-
convergence results of the previous section. While the procedure followed above for the
case of many weak junctions corresponds to first linearizing about the normal state and
then expanding in d for d small, we shall in effect pursue the reverse order of this double
limit for the strong junction case.

Recalling Remark 2 of Sec. 4 and invoking the corollary at the end of that section, we
find that a minimizer of the energy (5.1) in the case of strong junctions must satisfy the
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following problem to leading order in d:

ifj" = v2ip (|^2| - M2) for s e [0, 2/t] \ (J{6»i}
i

along with the boundary conditions

ip(0i) = 0 for i = 1,2,... , k.

Now we linearize this equation about the normal state by taking fj? = /i^0'2 + s2, ip =
eipi + ... to obtain

+ (iyo))2V1 = o (5.13)

with

— 0 for all i. (5-14)

Clearly, within each interval (6i,6i+i), a nontrivial solution il>i is given by

ipi{s) = sin/^(s - 9i) ior s e (6i,6i+i), (5.15)

where

Mi = g ^ „ ■ (5-16)^i+1 — Vi

It follows that the first eigenvalue n^2 is given by

M(°)2 =

where j is chosen so that

Qj+1 -0j = max(6li+i - 0j), (5.17)
i

and the corresponding first eigenfunction tpi is given by

V.1(S)»(Sin"j(S"<'') (5.18)
I 0 otherwise.

Note that this calculation agrees (to leading order in d) with the results (3.16)-(3.17) for
a single strong junction, where the largest (and only) interval is of length 2ix. We should
also point out that in case more than one index j satisfies (5.17), then the corresponding
eigenvalue will no longer have multiplicity one.

One can also invoke the T-convergence result for the case p = 1 to handle multiple
junctions in this critical case, but we will not pursue it here.

6. Simplicity of the first eigenvalue and the zero set of the order parame-
ter. In this section we establish the simplicity of the first eigenvalue y?c for the system
(3.6)-(2.8)-(2.9) and discuss the zero set of the first eigenfunction. Of course, for real
first eigenfunctions under more standard boundary conditions, general theory tells us
that the first eigenfunction is nonvanishing for a wide class of problems. As we shall
see, the same is generally true in our setting as well, although the arguments must be
adapted to handle the fact that an eigenfunction is complex-valued, to handle the specific
boundary conditions, and to accomodate the fact that the eigenvalue does not multiply
the eigenfunction throughout the ring-only in the superconducting region. If the ring
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is uniform and clean, we know the amplitude is uniform and hence there are no zeros.
Berger and Rubinstein ([3], [4]) have shown, however, that under generic conditions,
even a slight nonuniformity in the geometry implies the existence of zeros whenever the
magnetic flux is an odd multiple of it. In our notation, this condition is equivalent to h
being an odd integer. In [5], they later extended their result to arbitrary nonuniformi-
ties. While Berger and Rubinstein considered nonuniformities in the form of thickness
variations in the ring, we shall see that the presence of junctions can play the same role
as geometric nonuniformities and so that h odd will present a special case.

We now record the simplicity of the first eigenvalue /j,2 and the nonexistence of zeros
for the first eigenfunction ipi when h is not an odd integer. In light of the simplicity of the
first eigenfunction guaranteed by the Proposition below, it follows that one can construct
a branch of solutions {ip£} to the nonlinear problem (2.7)-(2.9) with — fx^+e2 where

1pe ~ £1pi + o(e). (6.1)

Then the nonvanishing property of Vi given in the Proposition implies that fails
to vanish as well for £ sufficiently small. This lays the groundwork for a proof of the
"tunneling effect" for the order parameter in the presence of a junction when h is not
odd. On the other hand, for h odd, the persistence of a zero into the nonlinear regime
implies the absence of a supercurrent.

Proposition. For all values of h, the first eigenvalue [x2 to the problem (3.6)- (2.8)-
(2.9) is simple. Furthermore, the corresponding first eigenfuction ipi does not vanish
unless h is an odd integer, in which case it vanishes exactly once for s E [0, 2-k}.

Proof. The simplicity of the first eigenfunction when h is not an integer is standard
(cf. [16], pg. 293). Were there to be two linearly independent first eigenfunctions, say ipi
and ip2, they would necessarily constitute a fundamental set of solutions to the O.D.E.
(3.6). Since both would satisfy the boundary conditions (2.8)-(2.9), it would follow that
all solutions to (3.6) would do so as well. But tpi solves the O.D.E. with conjugate
boundary conditions, a contradiction for noninteger values of h.

When h is an integer, the boundary conditions become real, and it is then a straight-
forward matter to explicitly analyze the resulting linear system of four equations in four
unknowns to see that the eigenspace is one-dimensional for /i2 = /j,2.

The fact that rpi does not vanish unless h is an odd integer also follows from elementary
O.D.E. theory but, for the sake of completeness, we present it here. See [11] for a more
general result. Suppose then that there exists a value so E [0, 27t] such that V,i(so) = 0.
We will argue that h must be an odd integer. Writing tpi = f + ig and noting that both /
and g satisfy (3.6), we conclude from the condition /(so) = 0 = g(so) that the Wronskian
of / and g vanishes. Hence, / and g are linearly dependent in whichever interval contains
so, either [0, d\ or [d,2n]. Then in this interval, z/>i = cf for some complex number c.
Replacing ipi by 1; we obtain an eigenfunction that is real in this interval. But then
the boundary conditions at s = d would force -01 to be real on the whole interval [0, 27r].
This would contradict the boundary conditions (2.8) holding at s = 0, unless elrrh is real.

To rule out the possibility that ipi would vanish when h is an even integer, we note
that in this case, the (necessarily real) first eigenfunction solves the minimization
problem
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r2-n

OMc)2 = min / |(^')2| + -ijX(o,d) ds
Jd ip2 ds=1 J0 a

and satisfies the boundary conditions ipi(Q) = ipi(2n), ip[(0) = (27r). It follows that
|^i| is again a first eigenfunction and so by simplicity (or regularity theory), Vi cannot
change sign. Thus, if ipi were to vanish at, say s = so, then necessarily, i/'i(so) = 0 as
well. But this would force Vi = 0 by uniqueness. Hence, the only possibility for ipi to
vanish is that h is an odd integer.

The fact that does indeed vanish for h odd is obvious in light of the boundary
condition ipi(0) = —ipi(2n) and the fact that is real. Then by a simple counting
argument, one finds that ipi must vanish an odd number of times. Were it to vanish
at least three times, then by switching the sign of ipi on any one of the intervals of
constant sign, one could immediately build another eigenfunction, thus contradicting the
simplicity of the first eigenvalue. □

Remark 4. In the Proposition above, we considered a ring with a single junction.
The simplicity of the first eigenvalue for an arbitrary distribution of junctions can be
similarly proven when h is not an odd integer. On the other hand, when h is odd and
there are multiple junctions, )j?c need not necessarily be simple. For example, consider
a two-junction arrangement with the junctions located symmetrically about the i-axis
at the intervals (tt/2 — d/2,it/2 + d/2) and (37r/2 — d/2,3ir/2 + d/2). (We take s = 0
to correspond to the point (0,1) in the plane.) The first eigenspace should exhibit
this east-west symmetry. Since one would expect any zero to be located in a junction,
this would preclude simplicity of the eigenvalue because the corresponding eigenfunction
would then have to possess an even number of zeros-violating the obvious counting
argument yielding an odd number of zeros. That is, in this symmetric setting, we would
expect two eigenfunctions, one vanishing in the east junction and the other-its reflection-
vanishing in the west.

7. Summary. We have examined a modified Ginzburg-Landau model for normal
junctions embedded in a superconducting ring. In particular, we have explored the im-
plications of altering the junction strength by letting the relevant parameters range over
different asymptotic regimes. By applying the modified Ginzburg-Landau model to a
ring geometry in which explicit analytical solutions are accessible, we have clarified the
significance of these different regimes. For relatively weak junctions, the model corre-
sponds to a regular perturbation of the clean ring and the critical behavior is dominated
by a Little-Parks effect in which the critical temperature oscillates with the magnetic
flux. On the other hand, for stronger junctions, the critical temperature is independent
of h to leading order, but one recovers the sinusoidal relation between critical current
and flux predicted by de Gennes.
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